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LINNAEUS AND HIS GARDEN
by Pto6e2mon James L. Larson

Linnaeus wrote about botanical gardens time and again throughout his long career,
and for most of his adult life he lived in the old professorial residence in a
corner of the academic garden in Uppsala. As a young man he had visited many of
the important gardens in Holland and in England, and he had even inspected the
royal gardens in Paris in the company of Bernard de Jussieu. As for those gardens
he had not seen personally - Padua, Pisa, Vienna, Leipzig, and Berlin, to name
only a few - their folio descriptions were arranged systematically in his library
and were a part of his regular working apparatus. His knowledge of gardens and
gardening was encyclopedic, equal to that of any contemporary and probably to that
of almost everyone since.
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Patrons, on the other hand, constituted a very different and much smaller class of
persons. In the aristocratic and hierarchical Sweden of the eighteenth century,
the potential patrons of a professor of medicine extended upward from the royal
chancellor through the leaders of parliament to the king himself. Their aid was
indispensable when there was an expedition to be mounted, a dissertation to be
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published, or a garden to be stocked.
Happily, Linnaeus had a knack for appealing to these fickle and capricious creatures; a large part of his success as a
scientist must be ascribed to his charm,
his ability to captivate authorities.
He was also quite unaffectedly a man for
whom tous les princes sont beaux.
And they, for their part, took pleasure
in supporting and encouraging him. Linnaeus was their greatest name in science,
the pride and honor of Sweden. When he
requested a new pond, a frigidarium, or
an orangery, Count Gyllenborg was pleased
not only to appropriate the funds, but to
commission a design from the director of
public works, and to have constructed
three symmetrical pools and an elegant
garden pavilion. This was not merely
self-interest; it had also to do with a
conception of enlightened leadership. The
support and diffusion of learning was regarded as the foundation of public felici ty
As a professor, Linnaeus was otherwise beholden only to his colleagues, his students, and his own conception of science especially the latter. System and method,
the arrangement of objects according to
prescribed rules, was for him the most important and all-but-exclusive task of natural history. Nothing but classification
and nomenclature could be accorded the
rank of science. A botanist was simply a
person who knew the right names; the more
species he knew, the greater he was as a
botanist. For Linnaeus nature was an immense collection of natural objects and
he himself walked around as the divinely
appointed intendant sticking on labels.
He had a predecessor in this arduous task:
Adam in paradise. In the Garden of Eden to be understood, according to Linnaeus,
as an island on the equator - the first
man had looked upon the Creator's work
"as in a compendium where all things were
collected together." Adam sat in paradise
carrying out the two highest functions of
science: he observed the creatures and
named them with the aid of special signs,
almost as though he had had the works of
Linnaeus at hand. Adam was the first Linnaean, Linnaeus a second Adam; for him
botanical gardens were, in spirit and in
fact, Edens, paradises. He liked to call
them that, and he walked around his own
Eden on Svartbacksgatan and inspected the

characters of plants as once long ago our
first parent had done.
The association between paradise and
learned compendia is not one that occurs
naturally to us, but I believe that anyone
who visits the old Linnaean garden in Uppsala will have to concede that the man
knew what he was talking about. Of course,
this must have been a highly civilized
paradise. Harleman's original orangery
has the proportions of a belvedere or a
small baroque country house; in this building Linnaeus once cultivated the coffee
shrub, the rice plant, the cacao tree, the
ginger plant, the papyrus reed, various
tea herbs, the Amaryllis lily, and different species of cactus. Outside, the garden proper, arranged in the formal French
manner, begins at the foot of the terrace.
Three sunken pools arranged on a cross axis
contain plants characteristic of rivers,
lakes and bogs. In the middle pool there
once stood a suitably classical statue of
Venus, purchased at great expense, and
placed there by Linnaeus as a symbol of
nature's fertility. Contemporaries considered the statue in bad taste, and it
has long since disappeared. To the left
of the orangery the beds are laid out for
autumn flowers, to the right for spring
flowers. The parterres beyond the pools
are divided by a broad central allee. To
the left are the annuals, to the right
the perennials in rows according to the
twenty-four classes of Linnaeus's famous
method. Small labels give the names of
the plants in Latin and an indication of
their class and order in the Systema Naturae. Linnaeus encouraged his students
to work their way through these rows step
by step, thus mastering the fundamentals
of his science with a directness and immediacy unmatched even by his own textbooks. There was no room on the site for
the framing bosquets, but trees, now
grown old, were planted around the whole
garden.
Considering the northern latitude of Uppsala, the original plant collection was
surprising. Linnaeus levied contributions
from colleagues and amateurs in Europe and
America, and through his official connections in Sweden he managed to enlarge the
collection with specimens from the rest of
the known world. Naturally the flora of
Sweden was the best represented, but there
were also many species from Siberia, Canada and even China. With respect to the
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number of plants, Linnaeus claimed in 1745
that his garden was surpassed only by the
botanical gardens in Paris, Leyden, and
Oxford, and by the private garden of Cliffort in Holland.
A good many exotic animals were eventually
added to the garden and lodged among the
other rarities, to the amusement of astounded visitors. The animals involved many
anxieties, but Linnaeus protected them like
a doting parent. He even immortalized two
of them in the transactions of the Royal
Academy of Sciences - Diana the guenon monkey, and Sjupp the raccoon, who rifled visitors' pockets and confiscated contraband,
"namely everything edible".
This garden was the center of Linnaeus's
professional life. For more than thirty
years he worked there daily from sunup until long past sundown. His study window
opened on the garden, and as he toiled away at the books that established his reputation in the great world, he also kept an
eye on the workers and stopped them from
idling about. In the adjoining room, also
with a view of the garden, he gave private
lectures to crowds of students from the
provinces of Sweden and all parts of Europe. Sometimes there were so many of them
that some, as Linnaeus proudly recorded,
had to remain standing in the vestibule.

"Science," Linnaeus said, "is like CynosutIt withers where it began,
but spreads all around." Once a science has
begun to grow, though, it is particularly
difficult to go back and reconstruct its
original assumption, principles, and contexts. That, I think, is what makes the
Linnaean garden and museum at Uppsala
unique. The Swedish Linnaean Society has
worked for more than half a century to rebuild the old residence and the botanical
garden, using the plans originally published by Linnaeus. Many of the books and objects originally belonging to the family
have been repurchased and returned to their
proper places. Everything is now very much
as it was in the eighteenth century, wholly
adapted to a particular way of life, and
imbued with the spirit of a man who equated
his work with the science of the day.
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Ruth Halbach Retires
After a number of years of extraordinary
service to the UC Botanical Garden as Docent Tour Scheduler, Ruth Halbach retired
in June. Her ever willing dedication and
energy will be sorely missed. Wherever
and whenever a helping hand was needed,
Ruth's was open and giving. Her outstanding contributions were celebrated at a
surprise luncheon given for her by her
many co-workers and the Garden staff, in
token recognition of the good work she
did so well for so long. Thank you, Ruth,
from all of us.
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Autumn Is Preparation Time
by Daniet Campbdt, Manager.
UC Betkeley Botanical Garden

Winter preparations are usually the garden
activities of Autumn. In central California where the climate is mild and winter
means the end of a long summer drought,
preparation for planting is the main activity. Planting just as the rains begin
will ensure that each new plant establishes its root system before the demands
of the following season are felt.
Soil preparation is crucial in planting.
Most soil in the East Bay region is clay.
While some plants are adapted to heavy
clay soil, most are not and require better
drainage and a higher humus or organic
fiber content. Here in the Garden, we
have experimented with all the different
additives available: rice hulls, cedar
pencil shavings, ground redwood, fir,
peat, sand and manure, and find that our
clay soil absorbs most organic material
within a few years. Rice hulls disappear
almost before one's eyes. Peat will last
up to eight years but is rather expensive.
Ground wood with a nitrogen additive and
manure provide a relatively long lasting
and inexpensive soil amendment.
Wood soil amendments however must have a
nitrogen additive since, in the process
of decomposing, wood fibers use nitrogen,
resulting in a net loss of this valuable
growth nutrient. Also, of the wood materials, Douglas Fir seems the best but is
the hardest to find. Redwood contains
phenols which can be toxic to some plants
unless well mixed with soil, sand, etc.
For the best buys look through the yellow
pages for dealers who sell in bulk.
In selecting manures for a planting mix,
shop around. Some manures can be purchased in bulk - especially horse manure
from local stables. Chicken manure is
rich in nutrients but hard to find. Horse
manure tends to be strong or heavy in
salts which can burn plants. With any
manure be sure that it has aged for several months.

One can buy sand in bulk at a number of
soil supply businesses. We've been using
a salt-free fine, white sand as an additive. It is inexpensive and readily available. If one is amending the soil in a
vegetable bed or other area that is intensively used, the sand will settle out of
the clay soil and will have to be renewed.
This Autumn the Botanical Garden is preparing extensive new plantings for a rose garden of historical roses and for a major
addition to the Mather Grove. In doing an
entire bed over it is best to work the soil
to a depth of one to two feet. Most woody
plants and perennials benefit by the deeper
preparation. Vegetables and annuals generally utilize only the first foot of prepared soil. Needless to say, we dug the
rose beds to the depth of two feet. We
placed a layer of manure on the bottom and
back filled with a mixture of quarters of
sand and manure to one half soil. The
Mather Grove plantings will not be quite
as deeply prepared but will have amendments
rototilled into the top eighteen inches.
It is desireable to let a bed settle and
age through a winter before planting. We
will allow these two areas to settle until
around February before planting. It's best
to plant as the rains begin if one is simply digging individual holes for plants.
However, it is worth delaying planting
halfway through the wet period if one has
done a whole bed over with amendments. One
of the added benefits of planting during
the winter season is that the cool weather
reduces the chance of transplant shock, and
of course, one should also consider the
fact that many plants are dormant at this
time and can be shipped and planted with
minimum ill effects.
Before doin g more extensive amendment to
garden soil, a soil test may be desired.
The Soil and Plant Lab in Santa Clara (408727-0330) will do a complete analysis of
soil pH, mineral content, and so on.

There is a very long list of possible soil
additives which will improve soil nutrient
content and amend pH. Contact a local
nursery for such information regarding
specific plant requirements.
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One last note: soil amendments may be
either organic (naturally found ingredients) or chemical (artificially made).
Organic materials tend to break down more
slowly and last in the soil for a longer
period than do chemicals. The net effect
of using organic amendments is to build
up the soil. Chemicals on the other hand,
readily pass through the soil without a
net improvement. Where chemical amendments are used exclusively, the soil texture could degenerate and the overall nutrient content could be exhausted.

News from The Rhododendron Dell
Thank you

An annual memorial donation in memory of
Mr. and Mrs. R.T. Evans, long-time Berkeley residents, has been established by
their son, Richard West Evans and their
daughters, Janet Evans Noonan and Marjorie Evans Mowat, for maintenance and general support of the Rhododendron Dell.
Because of their late parents' love of
gardens and gardening, a donation to the
UC Botanical Garden seemed the most appropriate way to remember them, Mrs. Mowat
said. In designating the Rhododendron
Dell in particular, the family felt that
the plants growing there best reflected
the Garden beauty which their parents provided for them as they were growing up.
A recent contribution of $500 has also
been received from the American Rhododendron Society.
Ongoing

Meet Wendy Mitchell
Wendy Mitchell joined the UC Botanical
Garden staff last July as Executive Director for the Friends of the Botanical Garden. She is an experienced public relations administrator having worked for six
years in that capacity for the University.
Her graduate field of study is in Educational Psychology.
Wendy's new duties include directing and
coordinating Information Center activities, working with volunteers to organize
all sales programs, and administering
Friends' business, such as developing
the annual budget and creating and promoting new fund-raising activities.
Extremely excited about her new position,
Wendy looks forward to meeting each of the
volunteers and working together with them
to establish goals that will bring benefits to both the volunteers and the Garden. At present, she is getting acquainted with her administrative duties but
hopes that Friends' members will contact
her and join in the many unique volunteer
opportunities available at the Garden.
She can be reached weekday mornings at
642-2084.

to

New additions to the Dell include materials collected during the 1980 China
Expedition. From Hubei Province and now
in flower are Sitene 6oAtunei and a white
Anemone tomentoisa and a violet to white
Anemone hupehenz,i.4. A blue flowering
Columbine (Aquitegia yabeana) from the
same area has been set out for summer
bloom. The pink flowering Dianthus 4upetbuz var. tongicatycinco just above the
Meeting Room under the Lawson Cypress is
from Japan.
Later this Fall, twelve new species of
Camellia will be set out. Much of the
summer has been devoted to preparing the
soil and beds for these plants. In addition, efforts to improve the path system
have resulted in wider walkways made safer
by the use of new surfacing material.
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Revisiting The California Area
Over the last few months a variety of new
plantings have enhanced the uniqueness and
beauty of the Botanical Garden's California Native Plants area. Both long-time
and first-time visitors will find much of
horticultural and botanical note to interest them. Adjacent to the Garden's entrance in Coastal Bed #2 is a fine specimen of the Mount Vision Ceanothus (Ceanothm g.o/ancus var. pcoftectuo). It was
brought from Pt. Reyes and planted last
spring, and is one of the finest of the
trailing Ceanothm with its crinkled
holly-like foliage and bright blue spring
flowers.
Sharing the same bed is the Beach Sagebrush (AAtemizia pycnocephata) that is
familiar to all California beach visitors.
This plant, with its soft woolly-gray foliage, colonizes coastal bluffs and sand
dunes. It has not been much cultivated
in California gardens, but its dramatic
foliage certainly makes it a desirable
acquisition.
Just a little way further into the California area is the newly constructed Marsh
Bed (#3) where some of California's lovely
Monkey Flowers are now in bloom. The
scarlet Wmutuis candinat4 is an almost
perpetually flowering perennial from sandy
riparian locations. Though less showy,
the Musk Flower (Mimutuz mo4chatm) is
most attractive with its hairy foliage
which captures the dew and its pert yellow
snapdragon-like flowers that are produced
all summer.

reduced this lovely mat-forming Manzanita
to the brink of extinction. Another plant
from the serpentine hills of the inner
Coast Range of Stanislaus County is a woolly sunflower (E/Liophyttlim jepzonii) which
is believed to be a hybrid derivative between two other Common Woolly Sunflowers,
the Oregon Sunshine (E/LiophyLeum tanatum)
and EitiophyLeum conkAtigonum). Its white
woolly stems and foliage and brilliant yellow flowers in June and July create a plant
of high ornamental calibre.
On the Oak Knoll at the western end of the
Native Area, the Bulb Bed (#23) is being
refurbished. After the bed's border is
built up with Sonoma field stone, it will
be replanted with existing species and some
new bulbs (especially Catochontm op.)
which have been acquired recently.
Across Centennial Drive, a new path which
will curve down from the level entrance
area along the creek to the lower part of
Mather Grove is being constructed. The
head of the path is just beyond the white
research building near the entrance and
will lead visitors through recent plantings
of north coast coniferous tree species.
Foundations have just been laid at the
lower end of the path for a new footbridge
across the creek into the Grove. It will
be several months before the work is completed, but access is now available and
visitors are encouraged to enjoy this new
view of the Grove.

Deeper into the California area is the
Serpentine Bed (#7) bright with a cheerful mass of rose-pink pom-pom flower heads
on a mass of zig-zagging stems of twiggystemmed Buckwheat (Eniogonum vimineum).
Complementing this bright stand are the
intense blue-purple intricately constructed flowers of the Turpentine Weed (Titichotemma Laxum). The foliage of this
fascinating member of the mint family exudes at the slightest touch an unforgettable pungent camphor-vinegar fragrance.
Also in this bed (to the left of the Buck
Brush) is the recently planted San Francisco Manzanita (Anctotaphyt.cps hooketi
asp. Otanciiscana). This plant, propagated
from the sole remaining bush in San Francisco's Presidio, was once common on San
Francisco's hills, but urban growth has

photo by Dania Campbell
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OF "FORESTS PRIMEVAL"
"Trees of the Fossil Forest" is the subject of a recently opened exhibit at the
Lawrence Hall of Science. Wood and leaf
samples from modern trees are provided for
comparison with their ancient relatives
such as ginkgos, redwoods and palms from
the fossil forests of California.
The Botanical Garden's Miocene Forest is
referred to in the exhibit as one immediate opportunity to view growing modernday descendants of plants whose close relatives grew . with the ancestors of Coast
Redwoods over ten million years ago during
the Late Miocene epoch.

The public is urged to visit the Lawrence
Hall of Science exhibit and follow it with
a walk in the Botanical Garden's Miocene
Forest Area near the entrance to the
Mather Redwood Grove, which is located
across Centennial Drive from the Garden's
main entrance. The exhibit was prepared
through the cooperation of the Lawrence
Hall of Science, the Jepson Herbarium,
the Forest Products Laboratory, and the
campus Paleontology Department. Located
on A level, in the Blue Tile Area, the
exhibit will be available to viewers during the next nine months. After October
15, a brochure with a map locating the
species planted on the Berkeley campus
will be available at the Discovery Corner
in Lawrence Hall of Science.

At one time, ancestors of the modern day
Coast Redwood grew in a forest much richer
in plant species, especially hardwood
trees, than it does today. Many of these
modern descendants no longer grow with
Coast Redwood stands, but the Garden has
assembled a broad sampling of plants from
the floras of eastern North America, eastern Asia and western North America where
the modern descendants of the Miocene Sequoia forest are now found. Our reconstruction of a Miocene Sequoia forest includes such plants as the Red Maple (Acet
tubAum), the American Beech (Fagws ytandi4oZia), the Eastern Sycamore (Ptantanuz
occidentati4) and the Black Walnut (Jugtanz ivigta) from eastern North America;
the Oriental Arborvitae (Thuja o'LentaUo)
the Oriental Sweet Gum (Liquidambafc ot-moana) and the Tree of Heaven (Aitanthuis
aLtbs44:ma) from eastern Asia; and the Western Hemlock (Tzuga hetetophytta), the California Sycamore (Reantanuz tacemo4a) and
the Douglas Fir (Pzeudo-tsuga menzieisii)
from western North America. The species
from western North America are still a
part of the Coastal Redwood community.
The more extreme, drier world-wide climate
that developed in recent geologic times
contributed to the elimination of the once
vast Miocene redwood forests over most of
the northern hemisphere except in a small
area where the climate is still cool and
moist (i.e. coastal northern and central
California and southwest Oregon). As is
apparent from the above list, modern descendants of this fossil Miocene flora but not redwoods - still flourish in eastern Asia and eastern North America as well.

Ptatanws tacemo4a
California Sycamore; California
Plane Tree; Buttonwood
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PUBLIC TOUR PROGRAM POLICIES REVISED

New policy and time changes in the UC Botanical Garden Public Tour Programs took
effect in September:

MORNING TOURS: 10:30 a.m. only, Tuesday through Friday
AFTERNOON TOURS: 1:30 p.m. only, days not yet determined
No reservations can be accepted for Mondays or for the
first Tuesday of every month.

Weekend general tours for the public continue to be available free of charge and
without reservation on Saturdays (except during UC Berkeley home football games)
and Sundays at 2:30 p.m. After the 1st of November, the weekend tours will be
given at 1:30 p.m. rather than at 2:30 p.m.
Charges for group reservations are now 50¢ per person, with one Docent leading
each group of 10 to 12 visitors. Both "theme tours" (The Economic Tour, The Indian Nature Trail tour, and The Pond Tour and a special Spring Tour for February
through May) and the General Garden Tour remain available by reservation. Docents
will continue to offer complimentary tours to Senior Citizens and/or Handicapped
groups where appropriate. Reservations for all tours must be made at least two
weeks in advance, by calling the Garden at 642-3343 or 642-3352.
A brochure describing the various tour options and procedures in detail should be
available in the Information Center and the Garden's Main Office by late October.
Tour program information is always available by calling the Education Office at
642-3352 before 2 p.m. on weekdays.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
New
Name
Address
State

City
ZIP

Phone

Student/Senior
Individual
Contributing
Supporting
Sponsor
Patron
Benefactor

All contributions are tax-deductible
Make checks payable to: FRIENDS OF THE BOTANICAL GARDEN

Renewal
$ 7.50
15.00
40.00
75.00
150.00
750.00
1500.00

Friends of the Botanical Garden
Centennial Drive
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
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Planning Ahead

Botanical Garden

Quarterly
October 15, 1982 has been set as the tentative date of departure for the Friends
of the Botanical Garden sponsored tour of
New Zealand. The three-week jaunt will
cover many of the garden spots of the
islands, starting in Aukland and ending
at the southern tip of the South Island.
Among the places to be visited are the
New Zealand Forest Research Institute,
Hamurana Gardens, Duncan and Davies Nursery, the Pukeiti Rhododendron reserve,
Otari Native Plant Museum, the Botany
Division of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, the Southern
Alps, Milford Sound, Timaru Gardens, and
other places of scenic, scientific, or
horticultural interest. UC Botanical
Garden Director, Dr. Robert Ornduff, will
serve as leader.
Watch for further announcements in the

Quaitteitly.
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